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Abstract

The accurate reproduction of layered materials is an important part of physically-based rendering applications. Since no exact analytical model exists for any configuration of layer stacks, available models make approximations. In this paper, we propose to evaluate them with a numerical approach: we simulate BRDFs and BTDFs for layered materials in order to compare existing models against a common reference. We show that: (1) no single model always outperforms the others and (2) significant differences remain between simulated and modeled materials. We analyse the reasons for these discrepancies and introduce immediate corrections.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture

1. Motivation

Most materials are made of layers, which makes the modeling of surface scattering challenging. Only a few analytical layered material models exist in the literature, with the aim of reaching the highest physical accuracy while remaining in geometric optics. Thus, the impact of approximations made by such models remains unclear.

In this paper, we want to determine which layered material models provide the best results in which configurations. An extended version of our analysis is available as technical report [BPB19]. We draw our inspiration from the study of Ngan et al. [NDM05], comparing models to measured materials. Here, our ground truth is given by path tracing (geometric optics assumptions), and we focus on three classes of materials and two models, each declined in two variants. In Section 4, we analyze the design choices leading to inaccuracies and make immediate corrections.

Layered models Previous work on layered models often consider layers to consist of either plane-parallel interfaces or media. Except for stacks of perfectly smooth interfaces [Yeh05], no exact solution is known. Hence existing models necessarily make assumptions and simplifications.

The model of Weidlich and Wilkie [WW07] recursively combines arbitrary BRDFs of successive interfaces, while handling absorption in media through the Beer-Lambert law. The opaque base layer may be defined with any BRDF. The model is simple and versatile, but limited to the modeling of BRDFs and does not consider multiple scattering.

In contrast, the method of Guo et al. [GQGP17] handles BTDFs and accounts for the main inter-reflections. The model is limited to transparent media bounded by rough interfaces, defined by von Mises-Fisher distributions.

Belcour [Bel18] takes a similar approach, proposing a statistical representation that accommodates GGX distributions for interfaces. The method works as if a bundle of rays were traced through the stack, with its statistics (energy, mean and variance) updated at each event (reflection, refraction, absorption and forward scattering). It handles inter-reflections among layers through an extended adding procedure.

Numerical techniques When physical accuracy is of primary interest, one may simulate the light transport in a layered material, with the downside of increasing rendering times. Guo et al. [GHZ18] proposed a solution relying on a position-free light transport simulation in the layer stack.

An alternative is the Layer Lab system [JdJM14] which combines layers expressed in a sparse Fourier-based representation. The method is efficient for modeling rough interfaces and participating media, but requires longer precomputation times and storage when smoother interfaces are involved; ringing artifacts may appear otherwise. The representation is adapted to Beckmann interfaces, but GGX interfaces require a look-up table in the MERL format. To the best of our knowledge, this only works for reflection; hence such interfaces may only be used as opaque bases.

2. Models

We compare layered material models that can handle GGX distributions [WMLT] that rely on microfacet theory [TS67]; a BRDF is
then defined as:

$$f_r(l, v) = \frac{D(h)G(l, v)F(l, h)}{4|l - n||v - n|},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $D$ is the microfacet distribution, $G$ is the geometric attenuation, $F$ is the Fresnel reflectivity, $l$ is the incoming (or light) direction, $v$ is the outgoing (or view) direction, $n$ is the geometric normal and $h = \frac{1}{2} (l + v)$ is the half-way vector.

### 2.1. Weidlich & Wilkie’s model and variants

The model of Weidlich and Wilkie [WW07] accommodates any type and number of interfaces through a recursive approach. Focusing on a pair of interfaces, it is defined as:

$$f_{t}^{\text{sw}}(l_0, v_0) = f_{t0}(l_0, v_0) + T_{01} f_{t1}(l_1, v_1)\alpha t;$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

with $a = e^{-\sigma_d \left(\frac{\pi d_0}{\pi n} + \frac{\pi d_1}{\pi n}\right)}$ and $t = (1 - G) + T_{01} G$. The layered BRDF $f_{t}^{\text{sw}}$ is obtained as a combination of the BRDFs $f_{t0}$ and $f_{t1}$, characterizing the top and bottom interfaces. While the former is evaluated in the directions $l_0$ and $v_0$, the latter uses the transmitted directions $l_1$ and $v_1$, and is attenuated by: the Fresnel transmissivity $T_{01}$; Beer-Lambert attenuation $a$ based on the absorption coefficient $\sigma_d$ and layer depth $d$; an approximation $t$ of the effect of total internal reflection (TIR) based on the geometric attenuation factor $G$ from microfacet theory. The recursion is applied to $f_{t1}$ through Equation 2 when more layers are considered.

A subtle approximation lies in the choice of the interface normal used for computing Fresnel transmissivity as well as $l_1$ and $v_1$ through Snell’s law: one may either use the geometric normal $n$ or the half-way vector $h_0$ (i.e., the top microfacet normal). Different solutions have been chosen in two variants of the model [WW09, Ele10]. Although they both rely on $h_0$ for computing transmissivity, they differ in the way they compute the refracted vectors. Perhaps surprisingly, the variant of the authors [WW09] does not make use of the refracted directions $(l_1, v_1)$ when evaluating the BRDF $f_{t1}$ of the bottom interface. Additionally, the variant of Elek uses a modified base roughness: $\alpha_0 - \max(\alpha_0, \alpha_1)$.

In a recent variant [WW11], a similar modification is proposed, specific to the Blinn distribution, thus not considered here.

### 2.2. Belcour’s models

The approach of Belcour [Bel18] expresses a layered BRDF as the sum of $K$ GGX lobes $(K$ is the number of layers):

$$f_{t}^{\text{sw}}(l_0, v_0) = \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} e_k(l_0|0)\rho_k(l_0|0; \alpha_k(l_0)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $e_k$ stands for the directionally-dependent energy of the $k$-th lobe, and $\rho_k$ is of the form of Equation 1, except that the roughness $\alpha_k$ of the GGX distribution $D$ is allowed to vary with the incoming direction. Each lobe is implicitly pointing in the direction of the reflected incoming direction; hence only $e_k$ and $\alpha_k$ must be computed from the physical parameters of the layer stack. This is done by first tracking ray bundles and updating their directional statistics with atomic operators, then combining layers by an extended version of the adding procedure, which handles inter-reflections among layers (see the paper for details). Even though Belcour’s model does handle scattering, it is limited to forward propagation, meaning that a bundle of rays entering a base scattering medium will never exit the surface on reflection.

The model makes a number of approximations. The energy $e_k$ must be updated at an interface layer according to both Fresnel reflectance and roughness. This is made possible by precomputing the directional albedo of the BRDF of an interface — called $FGD$ — and making the approximation that it is decoupled from incident radiance. Note that Belcour uses a precomputed $FGD^{\infty}$ that accounts for inter-reflections at the interface; however, due to numerical issues potentially violating energy conservation, we do not consider that solution. The roughness $\alpha_k$ is not directly updated in the propagation of a ray bundle: its variance is. A mapping between the GGX roughness parameter and the variance is thus employed, which might include further approximations.

This forward model has another limitation: it is not reciprocal. Belcour suggests a symmetric model, whereby the half-way vector at the top interface $h_0$ is used in place of the geometric normal $n$ when updating statistics. Both $e_k$ and $\alpha_k$ then become symmetric across a flip of $l_0$ with $v_0$, which makes the BRDF reciprocal. This symmetrization assumes that $l_0$ and $v_0$ share the same microfacet, and its normal $h_0$ will be used at all subsequent occuring events.

### 3. Evaluation

#### 3.1. Methodology

We have implemented a virtual goniophotometer to evaluate the impact of the model approximations described in the previous section. Our light transport simulation relies on a Monte-Carlo path-tracer: rays are sent onto the layer stack from one incoming direction; they propagate by unidirectional path tracing until they exit the stack either by reflection or transmission; they are finally accumulated in a hemisphere of directions and their density is used to compute either a BRDF or BTDF slice. Several slices constitute a raw simulated BRDF. To perform the comparison with models, we integrated their response on the same slice parametrization, which is the data used in the following.

We consider three material categories: plastics, metals and transparent slabs. They share the same top interface: a GGX coating layer of roughness $\alpha_w$ with a constant index of refraction $n_0$ and an optical depth (colored or achromatic), defined as $\tau = \sigma_d d$ as we only rely on Beer-Lambert law for media. Plastics use a Lambertian base layer of albedo $\rho$ (colored or achromatic). Metals are obtained by using a conductor base layer, with index of refraction $n_1 + i \kappa_1$ (only $n_1$ varies) and a roughness $\alpha_1$. Transparent slabs are achieved with a dielectric base layer of index 1.0 and a roughness $\alpha_1$.

#### 3.2. Results

**Plastics** Only the variants of Weidlich and Wilkie’s model accommodate this category. As expected, in Figure 1, the specular peaks of the two variants match, but their diffuse lobes differ in intensity, color and shape, both from the reference and each others. The models overestimate the diffuse intensities, even though they ignore inter-reflections in the layer stack. Elek’s model reasonably
preserves the greenish color resulting from the choice of a colored diffuse base and a slightly absorbing coating layer; whereas the model of Weidlich and Wilkie produces a more yellowish color. The shapes of the diffuse lobes differ from the reference: they are not radially-symmetric around the normal \( \mathbf{n} \) (noticeable at grazing angles) and show only slight variations with \( \alpha_0 \).

Metals As before, Weidlich and Wilkie’s variants are exact for reflection off the first interface unlike Belcour’s. In Figure 2, we show a metallic paint: a smooth coating on top of a rough base. The model of Weidlich and Wilkie exhibits an extra achromatic lobe at grazing angles, likely due to its use of non-refracted vectors to evaluate the base layer. Elek’s model does not make this approximation, and as a result is devoid of such artefacts. The models of Belcour produce results similar to Elek’s in this case: they all tend to slightly overestimate the angular spread of the wide reddish lobe due to reflection off the conductor base layer.

In Figure 3, we show a frosted metal: a rough coating on a smooth base. This is the most problematic configuration for Weidlich and Wilkie’s model, which ignores the roughness of the coating layer, resulting in an overly sharp lobe shape (i.e., a reddish dlich and Wilkie’s model, which ignores the roughness of the coat-
smooth base. This is the most problematic configuration for Wei-

to slightly overestimate the angular spread of the wide redish lobe

4. Analysis
4.1. Variants of Weidlich and Wilkie’s model
Both variants of Weidlich and Wilkie’s model [WW07] overestimate the intensity of the base layer which should be instead under-estimated as inter-reflections are not handled. It is due to the differential solid angle that should be modified. In Equation 2, this term is simply \( \frac{1}{\pi} \) (see [Ish78][pp. 154]).

For plastic materials, the variant of Weidlich and Wilkie [WW09] exhibits angular variations of colors and intensity, especially pronounced at grazing angles (see Figure 1). These are due to the use of \( h_0 \) to compute the transmitted directions \( (l_1, v_1) \), leading to more absorption in this case of a yellow-tinted coating. For metallic materials, the model exhibits an additional lobe toward grazing angles (see Figure 2), due to the base layer BRDF \( f_0 \) being evaluated at too grazing angles. In comparison, the variant of Elek [Ele10] is devoid of these limitations as it properly uses the refracted directions \( (l_1, v_1) \) to evaluate \( f_{r} \).

Both variants choose \( h_0 \) to evaluate the transmissivity \( T_{01} \), which does not make physical sense when the top layer is smooth. We suggest another variant that uses the geometric normal \( \mathbf{n} \) in the computation of both \( T_{01} \) and \( (l_1, v_1) \):

\[
f_{r}^{sym}(l_0, v_0) = f_0(l_0, v_0) + T_{01} f_{r}(l_1, v_1) \frac{\pi}{\pi_0} T_{01}.
\]

where \( a \) is the same as in Equation 2, the TIR term is removed and Elek’s roughness modification is used. This variant still remains limited as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6: inter-reflections in media are not considered; the roughness modification is not sufficient to account transmission through a rough interface; and finally, BTDFs are not handled.

4.2. Belcour’s models
As shown in Section 3.2, the models of Belcour [Bel18] depart from the reference simulation mainly toward grazing angles. In metallic materials, the reflection off the top interface is approximate at grazing angles, especially with a rough coating. As seen in the BRDF slices of Figures 3, the symmetric variant is slightly more accurate than the forward. This departure from the reference is likely due to the approximation made by the FGD term, which is based on \( h_0 \) instead of \( \mathbf{n} \) for the symmetric variant. Regarding lobe colors, the forward variant produces desaturated colors at grazing angles, whereas the symmetric variant slightly over-estimates saturation (see Figure 3); this is most likely due to the approximation brought by the FGD term, this time on transmission. Regarding lobe shapes, both variants produce reflections off the base layer that are wider compared to the reference, which we attribute to the projection of BRDF lobes on GGX-based functions.

In slab materials, the difference in lobe shapes is more pronounced (see Figure 4). At normal incidence, refracted lobes have the reference lobe shape and color around normal incidence, except for the lobe tails that should be less pronounced. However, at grazing angles, its shape departs from the reference, as well as its direction; the second colored lobe is not present.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\theta & BRDF slices & Reference & WW09 & Ele10 \\
\hline
\hline
19^\circ & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image1} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image2} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image3} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image4} \\
\hline
45^\circ & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image5} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image6} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image7} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image8} \\
\hline
84^\circ & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image9} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image10} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image11} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{image12} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
Figure 2: Results for a metallic paint material ($\alpha_0 = 0.001$, achromatic $\tau$, $\alpha_1 = 0.2$, $\eta_1 = 1.45$). Four models are drawn in BRDF slice diagrams (red [WW09], orange [Ele10], cyan [Bel18](fwd) and blue [Bel18](sym)). The model of Weidlich and Wilkie exhibits artifacts at grazing angles; all other models only slightly differ in the extent of the wide redish reflection lobe.

Figure 3: Results for a frosted metal material ($\alpha_0 = 0.2$, achromatic $\tau$, $\alpha_1 = 0.001$, $\eta_1 = 1.45$). Weidlich and Wilkie’s model cannot reproduce the redish rough reflection lobe. The variant of Elek captures the shape of that lobe, but not its color. Belcour’s models accurately reproduce the lobe shape at normal incidence, but it departs from the reference toward grazing angles.

Figure 4: Results for a transparent slab material ($\alpha_0 = 0.001$, $\alpha_1 = 0.2$, colored $\tau$). The model of Belcour [Bel18] (cyan) accurately captures the shape of the transmitted lobe around normal incidence (the lobe tails are less pronounced in the reference). The lobe shape departs significantly from the reference toward grazing angles: it is wider, points in a different direction, and does not reproduce the orange lobe.

5. Conclusion

We have conducted a numerical evaluation of two families of analytical BSDF models on layered material configurations organized in three categories: plastics, metals and transparent slabs. The two variants of Belcour [Bel18] have yielded the most accurate results for metals. Moreover, dealing explicitly with reflection off the top interface corrects some issues observed at grazing angles. Nevertheless, the model still departs from the reference in terms of lobe colors and shapes at grazing angles. Even though the two variants of
Figure 5: The variant of Equation 4 (pink) provides more accurate results for plastics (first row) and metallic paints (second row) than Elek’s. For frosted metals (third row), they significantly depart from the reference. The simple modification of Belcour’s model (Section 4.2, in green) systematically improves its accuracy, here for frosted metals (last row).

Figure 6: The differences of BRDF in Figure 5 are visible in renderings. Equation 4 is closer to the reference for plastics, indiscernible from the simulation for metallic paints, but inadequate for frosted metals. Belcour’s forward model modified as in Section 4.2 brings it closer to the reference.

Weidlich and Wilkie’s model [WW09, Ele10] are less accurate, we have shown that with a few corrections, the approach yields exact results on some materials. It would thus be interesting to investigate whether the two approaches could be combined in a model that could accommodate all materials.
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